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About This Game

Puzzle Station offers two game modes: Arcade and Puzzle. Both modes have 50 levels.
In the Puzzle Mode you are given a limited amount of drops and your goal is to clear the playfield before you run out of moves.

If you are looking for a more casual game mode and just want to "zone out" the game offers an Arcade Mode where you can
just blast away and hunt for the high score.
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puzzle station 15th anniversary retro release

If you enjoy abstract games, you will love this one! It's basically a new concept that I haven't seen before, and it's implemented
well too. Unfortunately I found myself left in utter confusion as I started on my journey. If you're willing to play it a bit longer,
it eventually starts making sense. As for the voice acting, it's no bad at all! It's not AAA quality but it doesn't disrupt the
immersive experience that Anoxemia is. Now excuse me while I search for more warfstaches in the comic strips.. I got this
game from some bundle that I bought, honestly can't really remember with what. Possibly Yogscast Humble Bundle 2016.
Anyways, I noticed it was a multiplayer couch game. So my friends and I loaded it up. It's honestly pretty good. The gameplay is
easy to understand and hard to master. Controls are responsive and it's definitely skill-based. I love the match options and the
action ends up being hilarious. If you are looking for a fun couch game I recommend it.. it is the game evor!. The soundtrack is
fine, but couldn't the mp3 and flac files have at least *some* tags put in? They have literally none, and if you intend to listen to
this with a player which relies on tags, have fun piecing the tags together on your own.

Granted, the included playlist works, but come on now.. A good game. But if you arent a real wargamer, and have no
experience, you are going to shy away from it. Dont be intimidated. It is worth learning to play. All in all, a solid release from
Ageod, from whom one expects greatness.. Type of game: grid world puzzle game where you lead the max to the flag by
modifying the world.
+ Discovering the traits and properties of enemies\/obstacles is fun
+ Difficulty slopes up nicely, till the final 3 levels
+ Final 3 levels very difficult
- User interface could be better
Visuals are fine, support the game well. Overall the game is well worth your time.
. Interesting game - but nah. Just going for the achievements.. hgvhnijmk,l.-. Great new way of story telling!. I got this product
on sale and I'm very happy I did Add public I wouldn't wanna pay the price for it at this point in time But it is definitely original
with a cool story some updated graphics this could be really something.
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It appears that I've spent six hours immersing myself in this story, and I don't regret a minute of it. Be careful reading reviews,
because you really don't want spoilers. The story is magnificently crafted, masterfully acted, and the detail and immersion are
worthy of the preceding elements. I look forward to seeing Tequila Works' comedy title, and I hope more works like this are
created by other studios.. A simple, but very interesting and addictive game. I did not expect to like it so much :-). Over all a
good game, but i wouldn't recommend it though. It has very bad voice acting, so if it was just music, it would be better, and the
annoying "slurrrp" sound every time you find blood... the story line was a bit annoying. I am very bad at puzzle games, but i love
them, and the puzzles in this one are fun. i know a lot of people who love puzzle games too, but story, voice acting and more can
drive them away. Over all a good game but not one to enjoy over and over again. I don't know what to say ive played almost all
of these games and they havn't every been boring to me these games were my childhood and i still play them from time to time
some of the newer entries aren't as spectacular but they're still good games from most of the stories coming straight from the
books its worth playing to see the story actually take place.. Oh boy, where do I begin. This is bad, really bad.

The introduction is rather boring, nothing dynamic going on the screen while the text suggest a dramatic fight with a ♥♥♥♥ing
wishmob. There are many typing errors and bad grammar/spelling in the script. The first appearance of a magical girl is
ridiculously corny, considering the unrealistic probability of that circumstance. The style of the artworks in this gallery remind
me of sakura angels (which I didn't like) and are so poorly drawn. Looking at the storyline I begin to think that the protagonist is
living in desperate and pathetic circumstances that he imagnes these creatures, so all this game is just an neurotic illusion of a
very sad persons life... the only respectful thing about this VN are the H scenes.. There is a section which you can modifity your
gun, but I can't find a way to gain points for that.. You get a steam coupon for this game, and your first thoughts are like "Well...
This must suck, like all the other games you usually get coupons for...". Next thing you know is you thinking "Aaaah its just 3€,
what can go wrong? Just let me buy it real quick..." and then it is actually quite fun.

I mean, for the 3€ its actually very good, especially as the description makes it seem like it was a solo-development.
Allthough you get annoyed by the like 1 or 2 songs playing in the background, since they are very few songs.

@dev: A volume slider would be great, I have the game on 5% ín the windows mixer and its still louder than all other
applications.. my finger hurts from holding W alot. tons of procedurally generated dungeons to crawl (even if they are all
basically the same)
- lots o' loot to be found
- enchanting
- you genuinely always feel like you are progressing your character
- you can run this @ 60fps on any system out there if the processor isn't from 1992..... maybe even then tbh lol
- you'll waste a few hours of your life

what's not to love?!
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